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Abstract: The recent development of fiber supercontinuum (SC) sources with ultra-low noise
levels has been instrumental in advancing the state-of-the-art in a wide range of research topics.
However, simultaneously satisfying the application demands of maximizing spectral bandwidth
and minimizing noise is a major challenge that so far has been addressed with compromise,
found by fine-tuning the characteristics of a single nonlinear fiber transforming the injected
laser pulses into a broadband SC. In this work, we investigate a hybrid approach that splits the
nonlinear dynamics into two discrete fibers optimized for nonlinear temporal compression and
spectral broadening, respectively. This introduces new design degrees of freedom, making it
possible to select the best fiber for each stage of the SC generation process. With experiments and
simulations we study the benefits of this hybrid approach for three common and commercially
available highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) designs, focusing on flatness, bandwidth and relative
intensity noise of the generated SC. In our results, hybrid all-normal dispersion (ANDi) HNLF
stand out as they combine the broad spectral bandwidths associated with soliton dynamics with
extremely low noise and smooth spectra known from normal dispersion nonlinearities. Hybrid
ANDi HNLF are a simple and low-cost route for implementing ultra-low noise SC sources and
scaling their repetition rate for various applications such as biophotonic imaging, coherent optical
communications, or ultrafast photonics.

Published by Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title,
journal citation, and DOI.

1. Introduction

Low-noise fiber supercontinuum (SC) sources, providing broad spectral bandwidths and high
brightness combined with excellent stability and coherence, have been the key-enabling technology
for recent advancements of the state-of-the-art in several applications such as hyperspectral and
multimodal nonlinear imaging, near-field optical microscopy, optical coherence tomography
at the shot-noise limit, and ultrafast photonics [1–8]. Ultra-low amplitude- and phase-noise
performance is also an essential requirement for applications in coherent optical communications
and photonic signal processing based on nonlinear spectral broadening of frequency combs with
gigahertz-range repetition rates [9,10]. As the noise properties of the generated SC light depend
critically on the dispersion and birefringence engineering of the employed nonlinear fiber, various
designs for low-noise SC generation have been proposed and implemented [11–15].

The nonlinear transformation of a narrowband ultrafast laser into a broadband SC in a highly
nonlinear fiber (HNLF) is often a two-stage process: higher-order soliton compression is followed
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by additional nonlinear broadening dynamics, whose details depend on the dispersion design
of the particular HNLF in use [16]. Typically, a single HNLF is used for SC generation, such
that simultaneously satisfying the application demands of maximizing spectral bandwidth and
minimizing noise has remained a major challenge, as they often place diametrically opposing
constraints on the nonlinear fiber design [1].

In this work, we investigate the benefits of an hybrid fiber approach for ultra-low noise
SC generation, which splits the nonlinear dynamics into two discrete fibers, both individually
optimized for each stage. Inspired by early works with dispersion flattened and dispersion
decreasing fibers [17–19], hybrid fibers consist of a short piece of anomalous dispersion single-
mode fiber (SMF) fusion spliced to the input side of a highly nonlinear fiber (Fig. 1). When a
femtosecond pulse is injected, it experiences cascaded nonlinear dynamics, where in the SMF
section nonlinear soliton compression shortens the pulse duration to the few-cycle regime and
substantially increases the peak power, while in the subsequent HNLF section a broadband
SC spectrum is generated. Hybrid fibers give rise to a range of new possibilities in nonlinear
fiber optics as they allow a free choice of a HNLF design that ideally supports the desired
low-noise nonlinear conversion processes while simultaneously harnessing the benefits offered
by an optimized soliton compression process, which maximizes the generated SC bandwidth.

Fig. 1. Hybrid fiber concept. The hybrid version of a particular highly nonlinear fiber
(HNLF) consists of a short piece of single mode fiber (here: PM1550-XP), exhibiting
anomalous dispersion at the pump wavelength, fusion spliced to the input side of the HNLF.
This induces cascaded nonlinear dynamics, where in the first section nonlinear soliton
compression shortens the duration and increases the peak power of the input pulse, while in
the subsequent HNLF section a broadband SC spectrum is generated by nonlinear dynamics
that depend on the dispersion profile of the particular HNLF.

One of those possibilities we pursued in our previous work, where we applied the hybrid fiber
concept to an all-normal dispersion (ANDi) HNLF [20]. By cascading soliton compression
and optical wave breaking, the hybrid ANDi HNLF combines the most beneficial aspects of
nonlinear dynamics in both anomalous and normal dispersion regimes, resulting in an ultra-low
noise, octave-spanning fiber SC source with near-perfect phase coherence and spectrally resolved
relative intensity noise (RIN) as low as 0.05%. This is an order of magnitude lower than prior art
and approaching the theoretical limits close to the pump laser noise.

Here we extend this hybrid fiber concept to other common and commercially available HNLF
and compare their performance under identical pumping conditions using a standard commercial
Erbium(Er):fiber laser emitting 100 fs pulses at 1550 nm. The HNLF are chosen such that they
form a representative set of the most common types of dispersion designs used for SC generation
and, therefore, are ideally suited to experimentally study the influence of the fiber dispersion
design on spectral bandwidth, flatness, and noise characteristics of the resulting SC. For this
purpose, we present a detailed comparison of spectrally resolved RIN of the SC light generated
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in these different HNLF designs, both for directly pumped and hybrid fiber versions. Only
polarization-maintaining fibers are considered, as high birefringence suppresses noise arising
from the nonlinear coherent coupling of the two orthogonal eigenmodes [1,21].

Our results demonstrate that the hybrid approach leads to (i) broader and (ii) flatter SC
spectra with reduced fine-structure for all tested HNLF designs in comparison to the respective
directly pumped HNLF. We link these benefits to the optimized nonlinear dynamics in the
hybrid fiber maintaining a cleaner temporal pulse shape during the nonlinear transformation.
In contrast, we show that the ultra-low noise performance of the hybrid ANDi fiber SC source
cannot be reproduced with conventional HNLF designs pumped near their zero dispersion
wavelengths, which exhibit on average about an order-of-magnitude higher spectrally resolved
RIN. These results highlight the decisive role of the HNLF dispersion engineering for ultra-low
noise, high-quality SC generation, even when few-cycle pump pulses are employed. Owing
to its simplicity and its scalability to high repetition rates, the hybrid fiber approach is readily
transferable to various laser platforms and could enhance the performance of high performance
laser applications where low intensity and phase noise critically matter.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Experimental setup and RIN measurement

The experimental setup used to generate and analyze the SC is shown in Fig. 2. An ultrafast
Er:fiber laser (Toptica FemtoFiber pro) with a spectrum centered at 1560 nm delivers a 110 fs
pump pulse train with frep = 40 MHz repetition rate and polarization extinction ratio (PER) of
30 dB. A half-wave plate is used to align the polarization state of the input pulses to the fiber’s
principal birefringence axes. The pump pulses are coupled into the fiber under test (FUT) by an
aspheric lens with focal length chosen to match the mode field diameter of the fiber, resulting
in a maximum coupled average power of 210 mW. This corresponds to a peak power of 33 kW,
calculated using the real pulse shape emitted by the laser measured by time-domain ptychography.
The generated SC spectra are recorded using two optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (Yokogawa
AQ6370 for λ<1700 nm and AQ6375 for λ>1700 nm). A polarizer is inserted in the beam
path in order to analyze the polarization extinction ratio (PER) of the SC, and also serves for
converting possible polarization state fluctuations into amplitude noise that can be detected using
the subsequent relative intensity noise (RIN) measurement system.

Fig. 2. Schematic setup for supercontinuum generation and RIN measurement. HWP: half
wave plate; AL: aspheric lens; XYZ: three axis translation stage; FUT: fiber under test; POL:
polarizer; ND: neutral density filter; FM: flip mirror; LCF: large core fiber patch cord; OSA:
optical spectrum analyzer; FL: focusing lens; LVF: linear variable filter 1.3 µm - 2.6 µm;
PD: photo diode; LPF: low pass filter (< 21 MHz); ESA: electronic spectrum analyzer.

We measure relative intensity noise (RIN) in the frequency domain as this is the standard
method most frequently used in the noise characterization of optical frequency combs and
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ultrafast lasers [22,23]. The pulse train is detected by a slow amplified photodiode (Thorlabs
PDA10D2, bandwidth DC - 25 MHz, 900 - 2600 nm spectral range, 5 kV/A transimpedence gain)
and analyzed using an electronic spectrum analyzer (ESA) (Keysight E5052B and Signal Hound
USB-SA44B) in the baseband from 10 Hz up to the Nyquist frequency of frep/2 = 20 MHz. The
photodiode signal is filtered by an electrical 21 MHz low-pass filter to avoid saturation of the
electronic spectrum analyzer (ESA) at the pulse repetition rate as well as a DC block capacitor
with cut-off frequency <3 Hz. This procedure gives access to the pure amplitude noise power
spectral density (PSD) without any phase noise contributions. Integration of the square root of
the measured PSD over the baseband then yields the total relative intensity noise (RIN) of the
pulse train, i.e. all quoted RIN values in this paper refer to a 10 Hz - 20 MHz integration range.

The spectrally resolved relative intensity noise (RIN) is measured in the same way, but the SC
is first passed through a linear variable bandpass filter with 20 nm bandwidth covering the range
1300 - 2600 nm (Vortex Optical Coatings, UK) before the photodiode detection. Additional
discrete bandpass filters with similar bandwidths cover the shorter wavelengths below 1300 nm.

For each measured relative intensity noise (RIN) value we also determine the electronic noise
floor of the detection system so that it can be easily determined whether the detected fluctuations
truly stem from the SC pulse train or are limited by the noise of the measurement apparatus. We
obtain a typical electronic noise floor of 0.03 % RIN (or -140 dBc/Hz at high Fourier frequencies).
This is higher than typically used for ultrafast laser characterization, because we tuned the system
not for high sensitivity at the peak wavelength, but for providing a similar noise floor over as
much spectral bandwidth and signal levels as possible.

We note that both spectral bandpass and polarization filters are important to fully characterize
the SC stability. As the intensity noise of SC sources is typically anti-correlated across the
spectrum, omitting these filters conceals noise features by averaging fluctuations of anti-correlated
portions of the spectrum leading to lower apparent RIN values. For this reason, our measurements
are not directly comparable to studies that did not implement this spectral and polarization
selectivity.

2.2. Fibers

The fibers used in this work are all commercial polarization-maintaining step-index fibers.
PM1550-XP fiber (Coherent-Nufern) is used to study the hybrid fiber approach exploiting initial
pulse shortening via nonlinear soliton pre-compression, while broadband SC spectra are generated
in three different germanium-doped HNLF obtained from different manufacturers. Figure 3
shows the pump source spectrum in relation to the measured group velocity dispersion profiles of
the fibers.

The HNLF are chosen such that they form a representative set of the most common types
of fibers used for SC generation. While HNLF-AD and HNLF-ND exhibit a single zero-
dispersion wavelength (ZDW) and provide low anomalous and normal dispersion at the pump
wavelength, respectively, HNLF-ANDi has an all-normal dispersion profile. Therefore, the fibers
are ideally suited to experimentally clarify the influence of the fiber dispersion profile on the
noise characteristics of the resulting SC under identical pumping conditions.

A summary of geometric, linear and nonlinear optical parameters of the fibers used in this
work is given in Table 1. HNLF-AD (sold by FORC-Photonics as HNLF DS) exhibits anomalous
dispersion at the pump wavelength, with a ZDW of 1.47 µm and D = 3.3 ps/(nm km) at 1550 nm.
Its MFD is given as 4.2 µm by the manufacturer and we estimate its nonlinear coefficient
to γ = 10.3 (Wm)−1. Due to a slightly elliptic core the fiber has a group birefringence of
0.9 × 10−4 relative index units (RIU). On the other hand, HNLF-ND (marketed by OFS as
HNLF-PM-M2) provides normal dispersion over the pump spectrum, with a ZDW of 1.62 µm
and D = −1.07 ps/(nm km) at 1550 nm. Birefringence of 2.8 × 10−4 RIU is introduced by an
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Fig. 3. Measured dispersion curves of HNLF-AD, HNLF-ND, HNLF-ANDi, and PM1550-
XP in relation to the measured spectrum of the Er:fiber femtosecond laser.

elliptic core, and MFD as well as nonlinear coefficient are similar to HNLF-AD. Finally, HNLF-
ANDi (Coherent-Nufern PM2000D) exhibits relatively strong and flat all-normal dispersion
over the entire wavelength region of interest with D = −46.7 ps/(nm km) at 1550 nm [24]. Its
birefringence of 0.2 × 10−4 RIU is introduced by a panda structure, and it provides about 30%
higher nonlinearity compared to the other HNLFs used in this study.

Table 1. Geometric, linear, and nonlinear properties of the fibers used in this work. All values
except ZDW are given for a wavelength of 1550 nm.

Fiber MFD [µm] ZDW [nm] Dispersion
[ps/nm/km]

Group
birefringence

Nonlinearity
[W−1 km−1]

PM1550-XP 10.1 1340 18 4.6 × 10−4 1.4

HNLF-AD 4.2 1469 3.3 0.9 × 10−4 10.3

HNLF-ND 4 1620 -1.07 2.8 × 10−4 10.5

HNLF-ANDi 3.5 All normal -46.7 0.2 × 10−4 13.3

2.3. Soliton pre-compression in hybrid fibers

It is well known that shorter input pulses reduce SC noise and improve coherence in any fiber
design [16,25]. A convenient and compact way to shorten the input pulse before it enters the
HNLF is the fabrication of a hybrid fiber, which exploits nonlinear soliton compression in a short
piece of SMF fusion spliced to the input side of the HNLF (Fig. 1). We select PM-1550XP for
the pre-compression stage, because in this fiber the input pulses delivered by the Er:fiber laser
form a soliton of order N ≃ 4, which yields a good compromise between compression factor and
compressed pulse quality [26].

The length of PM1550-XP fiber required to reach the minimum compressed pulse duration is
determined via a cut-back measurement, and a length of 5.7 cm is chosen for the fabrication of
all hybrid fibers used in this work. Figure 4(c) illustrates the effect of the soliton compression by
comparing the original 109.3 fs Er:fiber laser pulse with the compressed soliton of 22.9 fs duration
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obtained at the output of the 5.7 cm long piece of PM1550-XP. Both pulses are retrieved from
a full spectro-temporal measurement by time-domain ptychography [27]. Due to the temporal
compression the peak power increases to 150 kW. Taking the splice loss of ∼ 1 dB into account
(discussed below), we estimate the pulses to enter the HNLF section with a peak power of about
120 kW.
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Fig. 4. Spectrum and spectrally resolved RIN of the a) uncompressed Er:fiber femtosecond
laser, and b) the compressed soliton after propagation through 5.7 cm of PM1550-XP. Left
scale: measured (solid blue) spectrum; right scale: measured spectrally resolved RIN
(circles) with corresponding noise floor (-). The dashed line indicates the overall RIN
without any spectral filtering applied. (b) Pulse shape of the Er: fiber femtosecond laser and
the compressed soliton, measured using time-domain ptychography.

The stability of both pump laser and compressed soliton pulse train is evaluated by performing
RIN measurements. For the Er:fiber laser a total RIN of 0.05% (10 Hz - 20 MHz) is obtained, and
spectrally resolved measurements provide similar values over the entire bandwidth of the laser
(Fig. 4(a)). For the compressed 23 fs soliton pulse train, the spectrally resolved measurements
reveal an increased RIN of about 0.2% in the center and exceeding 0.6% at the edges of the
nonlinearly broadened spectrum (Fig. 4(b)). However, when the spectral filter is removed, the
RIN drops to a value 0.05%, i.e. equal to the pump laser. This behaviour is the result of nonlinear
spectral broadening by self-phase modulation (SPM), which converts fluctuations of the input
pulse peak power to spectral "breathing" with zones of anti-correlated spectral intensity noise
[28]. As shown by a recent numerical study, these SPM-induced local spectral fluctuations do
not have any significant impact on the stability or quality of the unfiltered compressed pulses in
the time domain, such that they maintain the same RIN as the pump laser [29]. Hence, in the
hybrid approach the temporal compression and peak power enhancement of the input pulse is
obtained without incurring a significant noise penalty.

We fabricate hybrid versions for each of the three HNLF detailed in Section 2.2. The PM1550-
XP fiber is cleaved to a length of 5.7 ± 0.2 cm and directly fusion spliced to the respective HNLF.
Despite the large MFD mismatch between PM1550-XP and the HNLFs we routinely achieve ≤ 1
dB splice loss using the thermally expanding core technique. By increasing the arc duration of
our fusion splicer, thermal diffusion of germanium ions from the core into the cladding region of
the HNLF increases its MFD in the hot zone and reduces the transmission loss.
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3. Experimental results

Figure 5 presents the SC spectra generated in the six investigated nonlinear fibers together with
measurements of the respective spectrally resolved RIN. All measurements were obtained with
identical pumping conditions with a coupled pump peak power of 33 kW and 110 fs pulse
duration. The pulses were injected into HNLF-AD, HNLF-ND and HNLF-ANDi fibers either
directly (left column) or in their respective hybrid version (right column). We obtained output
SC average powers of 200 mW from the directly pumped HNLFs, which is reduced to about 160
mW from the hybrid fibers due to splice loss. The length of each fiber is adjusted individually in
such a way that the full spectral bandwidth can develop, but short enough to avoid unnecessary
spectral modulation and build-up of noise. The choice of fiber length is supported by numerical
simulations further detailed in the discussion in Sec. 4.

Fig. 5. Measured SC spectra generated in the six investigated nonlinear fibers and their
spectrally resolved RIN under identical pumping conditions. Pump pulses were injected
directly into HNLF (left column) or in their respective hybrid version (right column). Results
for HNLF-AD, HNLF-ND, and HNLF-ANDi are shown in top, middle, and bottom row,
respectively. RIN is measured for spectral slices of 20 nm width (dots) shown with respective
noise floor (-) and compared to the pump laser RIN (0.05%, dashed line).

In general, we observe increased RIN levels near sharp spectral features, such as strong
modulations or dips. This is due to the fact that the position of these features depends on the
total nonlinear phase shift linked to the pump peak power, such that small pump fluctuations are
translated to a relatively large change in SC signal. Hence, sharp spectral features generally act
as amplifier of input intensity noise, and constitute an important link between flatness and noise
level of SC sources.

For HNLF-AD, Fig. 5(a) and (b), the hybrid fiber generates SC spectra with significantly
less fine structure, overall improved spectral flatness, and increased -30 dB spectral bandwidth
(176 THz vs. 150 THz). The spectra feature a broad and smooth soliton structure around 2
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µm and a massive dispersive wave extending from 1.35 µm down to below 1 µm wavelength,
whose position can be tuned by controlling input pulse chirp [19]. In contrast, in the SC spectra
emitted by the directly pumped fiber these features are narrower and exhibit stronger spectral
modulation. However, the spectrally resolved RIN measurements result in similar values for
both fibers, ranging mostly between 0.25 - 1%. Near the pump wavelength we observe a noise
reduction in the hybrid fiber SC to 0.1 - 0.2 %, while the short wavelength dispersive wave peak
generally exhibits higher noise, reaching 2% for the directly pumped fiber and increasing to 4%
in the hybrid fiber, which corresponds to nearly 80 times amplification of the pump laser noise.

Although HNLF-ND exhibits normal dispersion at the pump wavelength, nonlinear self-phase
modulation dynamics quickly transfer significant energy to the anomalous dispersion region,
where dynamics are very similar to HNLF-AD discussed above, both for the directly pumped and
the hybrid fiber. This is evident from the measured spectra shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d), which
generally resemble the spectra generated in HNLF-AD, but are slightly narrower on the short
wavelength edge and, in the case of the directly pumped fiber, even more strongly modulated.
The effect of the hybrid approach is also very similar to the previous discussion: we observe a
general reduction in spectral fine structure, improved spectral flatness, and an increase in -30 dB
spectral bandwidth from 142 to 173 THz. It is interesting to note that pumping on the normal
dispersion side of the ZDW does not have a notable benefit for the stability of the SC, except
for the absence of the singular very high noise peaks. In fact, for the conditions investigated in
this work there is hardly any significant advantage of HNLF-ND over HNLF-AD, with the latter
producing broader SC bandwidth, similar spectral shapes, and similar noise levels.

HNLF-ANDi, Fig. 5(e) and (f), clearly benefits the most of all tested fibers from the hybrid
approach, which approximately doubles the generated spectral bandwidth in comparison to
the directly pumped fiber (145 THz vs. 75 THz, measured at -30 dB). We note that a further
optimization of the soliton compression stage increases this bandwidth to over 180 THz [20],
which easily competes with the bandwidths generated in the other investigated fibers. The hybrid
HNLF-ANDi generates the flattest SC spectrum in this study, particularly below 1400 nm and
above 1700 nm. In this case we also observe a significant noise reduction in the hybrid version of
the fiber. Although the non-hybrid HNLF-ANDi generates the SC with the lowest RIN of all
directly pumped HNLF, ranging between 0.1 - 0.5%, this still corresponds to an amplification
of the pump laser noise by up to an order of magnitude. In contrast, this noise amplification is
suppressed in the hybrid fiber, resulting in a SC with exceptionally low variation with wavelength.
RIN is essentially equal to the pump laser noise near 0.05% for most of the measurement points,
averaging <0.1% between 1150 - 1900 nm. RIN increases only at the spectral edges to 0.3-0.4%
due to a drop in signal level.

4. Discussion

The benefit of the hybrid fiber approach for HNLF-AD and HNLF-ND is apparently limited to an
improved spectral flatness and increased bandwidth, while the noise properties do not change
significantly. In contrast, for the hybrid HNLF-ANDi we observe not only a doubling of spectral
bandwidth in comparison to direct pumping, but also a significant reduction of RIN down to the
limit given by the pump laser, which is on average a factor 5 – 10 lower than in the other tested
cases.

In this section we show that these observations can be explained by the temporal characteristics
of the pump pulses at the point of maximum compression reached during propagation in the fiber,
which have a decisive influence over the spectral bandwidth, flatness, and noise characteristics
of the resulting SC. We do this using numerical simulations for HNLF-AD and HNLF-ANDi.
Since the dynamics for HNLF-ND are qualitatively very similar to HNLF-AD, we do not discuss
a separate set of simulations for this case.
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4.1. Spectral bandwidth and flatness

Figure 6 compares the simulated nonlinear spectral evolution in HNLF-AD for both direct-
pumping and hybrid approaches. Although the injected pump pulses undergo soliton compression
in both fibers, the nonlinear dynamics are quite different. Temporal compression and SC
generation occur simultaneously in the directly pumped fiber, while in the hybrid version these
processes occur largely separated in the two discrete fibers optimized for each task.

a)

PM
1550

b) c)

20 fs

32 fs

sp
lic

e
Fig. 6. Numerical simulation of the nonlinear spectral evolution in HNLF-AD fiber using
(a) direct pumping and (b) the hybrid version of the fiber. The top projections show the
evolution of pulse peak power, while the right projections show the the spectrum at the exit
of the fiber. (c) Temporal pulse shape at the point of maximum compression for both fibers,
which occurs at a propagation distance of 4.2 cm in case of direct pumping in (a) and 5.7
cm in the hybrid version in (b), where splice losses are taken into account. The input pulse
properties are modeled after the experimental conditions and are identical in both cases.

Soliton compression takes place in the hybrid fiber with a nearly ideal soliton number of N ≃ 4,
which leads to a much better quality of the compressed pulse as compared to the case of directly
injecting the pump pulses into HNLF-AD, where they form a soliton of order N ≃ 17. This is
evident from the comparison of the pulse shapes at the point of maximum compression in both
fibers shown in Fig. 6(c). The high quality compression in the hybrid fiber produces a cleaner
pulse shape concentrating more energy in the central pulse peak and, therefore, producing higher
peak power even after splice losses are taken into account (120 kW vs. 70 kW). This directly
explains the increased SC bandwidth generated with the hybrid fiber approach. The cleaner
pulse shape is also the reason for the reduced spectral modulation observed in the hybrid fiber
SC, because any form of temporal imperfections directly translate to strong spectral interference
structures in the generated SC [30].

The same arguments can be made for HNLF-ANDi, which clearly benefits the most of all
tested fibers from the hybrid concept. The corresponding simulations are shown in Fig. 7. The
directly pumped fiber does not induce any mechanisms of pulse compression and, hence, the
maximum peak power is available at the input and then drops continuously during propagation
in the fiber. This generates the narrowest SC spectral bandwidth in our study. In contrast, the
initial soliton compression in the hybrid fiber increases the peak power at the point of maximum
compression from 33 kW to about 120 kW by a factor of 3.6. The spectral bandwidth ∆ω of
ANDi SC can be analytically related to the peak power P0 of the pump pulse via ∆ω ∝

√
P0

[31], such that we expect an increase of ∆ω by a factor of 1.9 in the hybrid fiber, which is in
excellent agreement with the experiment. The quality of the pulses at the point of maximum
compression shown in Fig. 7(c) is similar, resulting also in very similar flatness of the generated
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SC spectra. While ANDi fibers generally produce much smoother and flatter SC spectra than
their conventional counterparts, in this case there are spectral modulations present near the
center in both direct pumping and hybrid approaches. These features are well reproduced in the
simulations and can be identified as spectral interference structures caused by low-level temporal
side peaks and pedestals of the pump pulse [30].

110 fs

20 fs

a) b) c)

sp
lic

e

Fig. 7. Numerical simulation of the nonlinear spectral evolution in HNLF-ANDi fiber using
(a) direct pumping and (b) the hybrid version of the fiber. (c) Minimum pulse duration
encountered during propagation in both fibers, which corresponds to the input pulse in case
of direct pumping in (a) and to the compressed soliton at 5.7 cm in the hybrid version in (b),
where splice losses are taken into account. The input pulse properties are modelled after the
experimental conditions and are identical in both cases.

4.2. Noise properties

The noise properties of the generated SC depend both on fiber and input pulse properties.
However, when a given fiber is considered, a shorter pulse generally produces a more stable and
coherent SC spectrum in any fiber design [16,25].

For HNLF-AD the injected pump pulses reach a very similar duration at the point of maximum
compression in directly pumped and hybrid fibers, as shown in Fig. 6(c), despite the differences
in pulse quality. Hence, the noise properties of the subsequently generated SC remain similar as
well.

The situation is different for HNLF-ANDi. In this case we observe a significant noise reduction
in the hybrid version of the fiber, which we can trace back to the strong temporal compression
of the injected pulse. Previous research has related the elevated RIN level of up to 0.5% in the
directly pumped fiber to the occurrence of incoherent polarization modulation instability (PMI)
[20], facilitated by the relatively low birefringence of HNLF-ANDi (see Table 1). Whether or
not PMI-amplified noise becomes significant mainly depends on the strength of the competing
OWB-driven coherent nonlinear dynamics [32]. With direct pumping, the coherent dynamics are
relatively slow and require about 3 cm of propagation through the fiber before spectral broadening
is concluded, as shown in Fig. 7(a). This is sufficiently long for PMI to simultaneously amplify
noise from the shot noise level. In the hybrid fiber however, the pump pulses enter HNLF-ANDi
with just 20 fs duration, which leads to extremely fast coherent dynamics occurring on the scale
of just 1 mm after the splice, as shown in Fig. 7(b). This suppresses PMI and prevents the
accumulative build-up of noise. As a result, no significant noise amplification occurs during
spectral broadening and the SC RIN drops to the limit given by the pump laser noise. We note that
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these dynamics also lead to excellent phase-coherence of the generated SC, as was demonstrated
in previous research [20].

It is interesting to directly compare the noise levels achieved in the three different hybrid fibers.
In all of these cases, the pulse at the point of maximum compression is identical, namely the
compressed ∼ 20 fs soliton delivered at the end of the SMF section. Under these conditions
only the fiber design determines the noise properties of the generated SC. As is evident from our
measurements, the SC generated in the hybrid ANDi HNLF exhibits on average significantly
lower noise than can be obtained in the other hybrid HNLF with conventional dispersion design
pumped near their ZDW. This experimentally confirms the theoretical considerations presented
in Ref. [1] suggesting that the gain for noise-amplifying nonlinear effects in ANDi fibers is
suppressed by up to one order magnitude with respect to fibers in which a significant part of the
SC spectrum overlaps with the anomalous dispersion regime.

4.3. HNLF lengths

While the length of the SMF section for the hybrid fibers is carefully optimized via cutback
measurements, as discussed in Section 2.3, the simulations in Figs. 6 and 7 are useful for
determining the correct lengths of the HNLF sections used for experiments. For HNLF-AD
choosing the correct length is critical. The fiber should be cut just after the maximum spectral
broadening is obtained, i.e. to a length of 5 cm in the directly pumped case and about 1 cm for
the hybrid fiber. In both cases the use of a longer HNLF section would induce stronger spectral
modulations and higher noise without increasing spectral bandwidth. The same is valid for
HNLF-ND, where slower nonlinear dynamics require slightly longer fiber lengths (8.5 cm for the
directly pumped fiber and 2 cm for the hybrid fiber).

However, the opposite is true for HNLF-ANDi: using a longer HNLF section can be beneficial
for improving flatness and noise properties. This is due to the fact that nonlinear OWB dynamics
continue to reorder spectral components to unique temporal positions within the SC pulse even
after spectral broadening ceases [33]. This flattens the spectrum by reducing spectral interference
and reduces noise associated with sharp spectral features. However, care must be taken not to use
excessive fiber lengths, as this can lead to the onset of incoherent dynamics, coherence collapse,
and increasing noise levels [25]. We choose 8.5 cm for the directly pumped fiber and 20 cm for
the hybrid fiber.

5. Conclusion

We present a comprehensive study of the benefits of cascaded nonlinear dynamics in hybrid fibers
for the most common HNLF dispersion designs used for SC generation. Although the advantage
of the hybrid approach is evident for all tested HNLF, the nature and degree of this benefit depend
on the dispersion design of the particular fiber. Complementary numerical simulations highlight
the fact that bandwidth, flatness, and noise of the generated SC depend critically on the peak
power, quality, and duration of the pump pulses, respectively, reached at the point of maximum
compression during propagation in the fiber.

Especially the hybrid ANDi HNLF stands out in our study as it combines the most beneficial
aspects of nonlinear dynamics in both dispersion regimes. As a result of cascading nonlinear
soliton compression with optical wavebreaking dynamics, it unites broad spectral bandwidth,
superior flatness, and extremely low noise in a single low-cost solution. Using only commercial
step-index polarization maintaining fibers, the hybrid approach avoids the complications associated
with sourcing and integration of more complex photonic crystal fiber designs. In contrast, for
HNLF with conventional dispersion design pumped near their ZDW, either in normal or anomalous
dispersion regime, the benefit of the hybrid approach is limited to an improved spectral flatness
and increased bandwidth, while they exhibit on average about an order of magnitude higher noise
with much stronger wavelength dependence than can be obtained with the hybrid ANDi HNLF.
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The hybrid approach can be readily adapted to a wide range of laser platforms and facilitate the
scaling of low-noise SC sources to high repetition rates where the peak power per pulse is limited.
While our work shows that few-cycle pulses are necessary to obtain the lowest noise levels, the
hybrid fiber approach avoids the complexities associated with the careful optimization of laser
and amplifier designs required for direct emission of such very short pulses [34,35]. Instead,
both high quality nonlinear pulse compression to the few-cycle regime and octave-spanning SC
generation with unprecedented low noise levels are obtainable from a single, external device.
Virtually any available ultrafast laser source can benefit from optimized soliton compression
with N ≃ 5 by selecting a pre-compression fiber with suitable nonlinearity and dispersion from
the wide range of SMF and HNLF available from several manufacturers. Similarly, choosing
an ANDi fiber with dispersion closer to zero could further enhance OWB-dominated spectral
broadening. Hence, hybrid fibers are simple and easily reproducible solution for obtaining
broadband spectra in wide range of high-precision laser applications where intensity and phase
stability critically matter, including frequency comb spectroscopy, synchronization of ultrafast
light sources, photonic radars, coherent optical communications, and photonic signal processing.
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